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Introduction

Giovanni Paolo Paladino was a Milanese lutenist/composer who is known
to have published three books of lute music in Lyons in 1549, 1553, and 1560,
the last of these being a reissue of the 1553  book (which is now lost) His date
and place of birth are unknown; he died in Lyons before September 1566. It is
possible that he was the 'Jean Paul' who was lutenist to Francois I from 1516-??
or the 'Jehan Paul’ who was at the court of Duke Charles III of Lorraine in 1544,
or the lutenist of the same name who served Mary Queen of Scots in 1548 and
1553.

The present book is a facsimile of Tabulature de lutz en diverses sortes ... le tout
composee par M. Jean Paulo Paladin Milenoys published in 1549. It contains
five chanson settings (by Jannequin, Sermisy, Jacotin, Sandrin, and Arcadelt),
two Fantasies, three Pavanes and two Gaillardes. Of the chanson settings, ’Le
content est riche’ is identical with that in Piero Paolo Borrono’s Libro Ottavo of
1548, and ‘La Bataille’  by Jannequin is identical with Francesco da Milano’s
setting in his Libro Secondo of  1546.

Most if not all of the dances are by Pietro Paolo Borrono da Milano and all  but
one had already appeared a tone higher in the Intabolatura de Leuto de diversi
autori published by G. A. Casteliono in 1536. One of the pavanes is ‘La
Malcontenta’, one of the gaillardes is ‘La Traditorella’, and a pavane-gaillarde
pair is ‘La Desperata’ and its Saltarello. That these pieces were copied from
Casteliono’s book is strongly suggested by che exactness of the transposition,
which sometimes results in some slightly unusual dispositions of chords.

The reason for the downward transposition of a tone may have been to make
them easier to play, but if so I’m not sure it succeeds. The Fantasies also contain
passages which are strongly reminiscent of  Borrono. These concordances falsify
the claim on the title page that the pieces are all  by Paladin, and left me wondering
whether any of the pieces were his work.

Martin Shepherd
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